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Abstract 
The Web browser is used to run the software application that allows retrieving, presenting and 

travels the information from one place to another. It fetches the data like Web pages, images, videos or other 

piece of content from the server and displays it. Web Browser uses hyperlinks to display the property and let 

the users to navigate their browsers. It defines the application software that is designed for the user to access 

and retrieve the documents using the Internet.  Resulting files typically saved with the text available in a 

same form store panel .It gives secure browsing to the users and it stores the browsing history by separately 

to every users. They can enter the username It gives video history option when the user needs to store their 

history as video. This is based on the user choice. It reduce the data cost when the user browsing on some of 

the video streaming. It allows the users to play multiple audio, video, image files and after end of the songs or 

videos it automatically plays next listed audio or video. image capture method is one of the modules in this 

browser; it gives users to take snapshot on the web pages to save the images as well as particular place of the 

web page. It provides two languages Tamil and English. The language changes will happens immediately 

after changing the language of the web browser. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Web browser is used to run the software application that allows retrieving, presenting and travels 

the information from one place to another. It fetches the data like Web pages, images, videos or other 
piece of content from the web server and displays it accordingly. Web Browser uses hyperlinks to display 

the resources and allow the users to navigate their browsers. It defines the application software that is 

designed for the user to right to use and take back the documents using the Internet player also called the 
player enables users to play and manage digital media files on their computer and on the Internet.  

Users can listen to that radio stations, search for and organize digital media files,  create custom 

CDs, and copy files to a portable device. The resulting files typically saved with the most important one is 

all the options are available in a same form separate tabs. The historically diverging evolutionary path of 
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browser development, and accomplishment differences, and design considerations by web developers add 

to differences in presentation and experienced by browser  any users.  
   

 

 
Fig 1. Web Browser Architecture 

 

2. COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

 
The .NET framework provides the foundation and component. The interact seamlessly, whether nearby or 

directly on different platforms. It standardizes common data types and communications protocols so that 

workings created in different languages can easily automatically interpret “.NET” is also the collective 
name given to different software components built upon the .NET platform. 

 

3. MODULES  DESCRIPTION 

 
A module may contain a documents comment before the module header, in which this comment is 
interpreted by an overall description of the module itself, and placed in a section unrestricted 

“Description” in the documentation for the module. 

 

3.1 WEB PAGE NAVIGATION 

 
Website navigation is important for the success of websites visitor’s experiences in website. The 
website’s map-reading system is like a path plan to all the different areas and information contained 

within the websites. Using a consistent routing method from page to page help the website visitor  to learn 

your website navigation system. 

 

 

3.2 MEDIA PLAYER 
 

Media player is a term typically used to express computer soft-ware for playing back multimedia files. 
While many media players can play equally audio and video, others focus only on one media type or the 
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other. Such players are known as either audio players or video players and time and again have a user 

crossing point tailored for the specific media type. 
 

3.3 OPENING FILE FORMATS 
 

The player includes intrinsic support for Windows Media codes and also WAV and MP3 media formats. 

Windows Media Audio Professional codes are included which supports multi-channel audio at up to 24-

bit 192 kHz resolution. maintain for any media code and container format can be added using specific 
Direct Show filters or Media foundation code the player will not play MP3 files that contain compressed 

ID3 headers (|tags”); trying to do so results DVD and down- trace playback functionality with sustain for 

menus, titles and chapters, parental controls and audio track language choice if attuned decoders are 
installed. Windows Media Player 12 adds native support for H.264 and MPEG-4 piece 2 video formats, 

AAC audio and3GP, MP4 and MOV pot formats. It also support image formats (jpeg, tiff, gif, bomb). 

The following tables are used in the system:     
 Registration  

 Bookmarks 

 

 

3.4 EXTENSIBILITY 

 
The player has skinning support and includes a color chooser. Not all functions are usually exposed in 

skin mode. Media player allows setting the video border color. It supports visualizations and Info center 

view which displays media metadata fetched starting the internet. occupied display visualizations are 
support. It supports   Background plug-ins, window plug-ins and now in concert plug-ins toward manage 

medium playback in addition Digital Signal Processing as well as renderer plug-ins. 

 

3.5 SKINMODE 
 

Media player also features skins. Currently, This Media Player has many more default skins: “Corporate”, 
“Revert” and etc.  

 

 

4. TABLE DESIGN 
 
Table design is a collection of interrelated data items. The table design for the new system is designed by 

the techniques of the relational table management system. It provides litheness in the storage and 

reclamation of the data in the order to anticipate the need to meet unexpected requirements. 
Normalization can be done which is a process of simplifying the relationship between data elements to 

produce successive simple and manageable records structures.  
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5. RESULT 
 

 
 

Fig 2. Multiple Web Browser 

 

 

 

 
Fig 3. Search Process 

 

Field 

Name 

Data Types Constraints Description 

Bookmark Varchar(255) Not Null url of the 

web page 

Username Varchar(20) Not Null User name 
of the 

application 

Password Varchar(20) Not Null User’s 
password 

Hints Varchar(20) Not Null Hints of the 

user’s 

password 
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Fig 4. Private Browsing: Login Process 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
 

In this thesis, we set out to explore user interface for supporting data-centric interaction on today’s Web.  
In doing so, I have to show that such data-centric  interactions  are  useful  and it is feasible  for  casual  

users, and usable  tools  can  be  built  to  support  such  interactions  by  gearing for small, simple data 

sets and common casual needs.  
 

This thesis makes the following contributions:  

First, this thesis combines a simple graph-based data model with simple  extensions  of  the  HTML  
syntax  in order to let casual users those  without  programming  skills -publish  web pages offering 

advanced browsing features and rich visualizations. Second, this  thesis  shows  that  the  cost of using  

web  data extraction technologies can be  lowered for casual users by retaining presentation elements 

from  the  original  web  pages.  
 

7. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
In this project, future enhancement consists of fully activated with voice commands; user can change 

everything in it.  Increasing its file transferring speed and file uploading speed. Users can be open to play 

more games in it. 
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